
Minutes
Urban Design & Planning

Department Faculty Meeting
November 2, 2021
Noon – 1:20
Gould 440

Agenda items

12:00 - 12:10 Welcome – check in Campbell

12:10 - 12:15 Approve October 19 minutes Campbell

12:15 – 1:00 Discuss dept survey and long-term vision Alberti/Born

1:00 - 1:10 PAB reviewer feedback Campbell

1:10 - 1:20 Other topics as needed Campbell

Additional information
Please review the cohort hire job description at
https://ap.washington.edu/ahr/position-details/?job_id=80273

Present , , Alexis Wheeler, Lyle Bicknell, ,Branden Born,Sofia Dermisi Christopher D Campbell David Blum

Dan Abramsson, Jess Zimbabwe, Manish Chalana, Rachel Berney, Qing Shen, Branden Born, Robert Freitag, Jan

Whittington, Mark Purcell, Marina Alberti, Bob Mugerauer, Christine Bae

mailto:sdermisi@uw.edu
mailto:ccamp1@uw.edu
mailto:blum.david@comcast.net
mailto:cbae@uw.edu
https://ap.washington.edu/ahr/position-details/?job_id=80273


Check in

We are working on providing more space for students..

Additionally students are wanting the remote log in capability returned

At the most recent ACSP conference there was a petition to the PAB to include climate change

Minutes Qing move second 10 yes, 0 no 0 abstain

Survey went out...it ended up being a good platform..

Marina Presentation

Survey results here

Discussion: Some of the questions were a bit confusing..for example What are our dept. priorities for teaching

to prepare future planners?

there was a clarifying statement below…”name 3 priorities for teaching that we need in UDP based on your

assessment of our current faculty expertise”

If there was a second survey...might be helpful to have a group of “clusters” that people could then select

/hone in on

What are we looking for in an interdisciplinary colleague?

Once we’ve had a chance to reflect on this existing survey, we can create a new one

What is the next survey? How would you like to participate in designing the survey?

FIrst round generated a broad perspective

Second round..clarify ...in the context of hiring...what you see as critical

It was intentionally NOT made as a hire survey...But beyond the hire it could help shape the department

This survey gives us a lot of data...for example..we are all focused on climate change and infrastructure

We do want to know how others perceive what we need…

It would be helpful moving forward to unpack what methods and skill sets we're looking for in this hire.

Can you email BB, MA and CC after you have reviewed the survey...send suggestions then they can start

designing it...what platform...what is the objective etc...let's try to do this on a timely basis.

When is the depts next deadline…
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JBuOvqeY9eb7tDnLQnp7pNJMzubXGdPt/view?usp=sharing


Priority application has ended..Depts should see files by the end of Nov?

Strategic discussions and workshops around applications are very important...who is our ideal candidate etc.

We also need to sort out how specific( or not)  we want to make our rubric…^^

We should absolutely set aside time...faculty meetings to discuss..

PAB proposed team

Steve French

Brent Ryan

Mitzi Barker

French...strong background methods, and survey design, pretty good researcher..

Ryan….more community, urban design

Looks like we might be able to do some salary/unit adjustments which would go into effect in April…

The college is looking at a budget to determine the average cost of instruction for each department
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